Voltage-gated calcium ion (Ca V ) channels convert neuronal activity into rapid intracellular calcium signals to trigger a myriad of cellular responses. Their involvement in major neurological and psychiatric diseases, and importance as therapeutic targets, has propelled interest in subcellular-specific mechanisms that align Ca V channel activity to specific tasks. Here, we highlight recent studies that delineate mechanisms controlling the expression of Ca V channels at the level of RNA and protein. We discuss the roles of RNA editing and alternative premRNA splicing in generating Ca V channel isoforms with activities specific to the demands of individual cells; the roles of ubiquitination and accessory proteins in regulating Ca V channel expression; and the specific binding partners that contribute to both pre-and postsynaptic Ca V channel function.
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Ten Ca V genes, thousands of different Ca V mRNAs, and many more functionally different proteins . . .different Ca currents show so many differences in fundamental properties that we find it easier to assume that there are more than one type. [1] Ca V channels are present at every critical step of information transfer in the nervous system, from signal detection to perception, and from neuronal development to programmed apoptosis. Strategically located at points of sensory detection and on both sides of the synapse, Ca V channels have a defining role in integrating signals and influencing synaptic strength. All but one of the ten mammalian genes that encode the pore-forming a 1 subunit of Ca V channels are expressed in the nervous system (Box 1). Each Ca V gene has a distinct expression profile reflecting its functional specialization to support specific cellular tasks.
For more than 50 years, the functional diversity of Ca V currents among different cell types has been attributed to the expression of multiple channel types [1] . Indeed, individual neurons can express multiple Ca V genes, consistent with the varied subcellular distribution of calcium channel subtypes controlling a range of neuronal functions. The value of highly selective toxins and drugs used to tease out the relative contributions of Ca V channels within single cells is hard to overstate. Yet this is not always straightforward: for example, until recently, the absence of pharmacological tools to distinguish Ca V 1.2 and Ca V 1.3 channels [2], which collectively give rise to most dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca currents in neurons, has stalled progress in defining their individual contributions. Even when specific toxins are available, the challenges associated with isolating the functional contributions of closely related Ca V channels are magnified several-fold when considering the thousands of channel isoforms potentially generated from single genes by alternative pre-mRNA splicing and RNA editing.
All ten mammalian calcium channel, voltage-dependent, alpha 1A through 1I, and 1S genes (CACNA1A through CACNA1I and CACNA1S) contain multiple sites of alternative splicing; each gene has the potential to generate thousands of unique splice isoforms controlled by the expression and relative activities of cell specific splicing factors (Box 1) (Figures 1 and 2) . Typically, these sites are located in coding regions that tolerate sequence variation and that are not essential for structural integrity: N termini, cytoplasmic loops I-II and II-III, extracellular linkers that connect transmembrane a-helices S3 and S4 in domains III and IV, and the C termini (Figures 2A,B and 3) . Consequently, these hypervariable regions are hotspots for cell specific posttranslational modification, second messenger action on, and protein binding to, Ca V channels (Figures 3 and  4) . The tethering of appropriate Ca V channels to presynaptic active zones or to postsynaptic specializations depends on specific nanodomain-level protein interactions (Figures 5  and 6 ), as discussed below for the most recently discovered of these interactions. A common feature across these studies is the ability to resolve molecular-level detail of specific RNAs and proteins within subpopulations of neurons and functionally distinct subcellular compartments. Novel techniques have been developed and applied to identify the following: splicing factor binding sites on Ca V channel pre-mRNAs; Ca V channel RNAs in specific populations of neurons; and Ca V proteins at active zones. These methodologies marry disciplines to yield a more comprehensive, multidimensional view of Ca V channels and their regulation from RNA to protein. Here, we highlight these and other recent studies elucidating cell specific control of Ca V RNA
